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A Good Birth Anne Lyerly 2013-08-01 Drawing on a landmark
study involving more than one hundred pregnant women and
mothers, a renowned OB/GYN synthesizes the secrets to a good
birth—medically and emotionally. Most doctors are trained to
think of a “good” birth only in terms of its medical success. But
Dr. Anne Lyerly knows firsthand that there are many other
important elements that often get overlooked. Her three-year
study of a diverse group of over one hundred expectant moms
asked what matters most to women during childbirth. The results,
presented to the public for the first time in A Good Birth, show
what really matters goes beyond the clinical outcome or even the
usual questions of hospital versus birthing center, and reveal
universal needs of women, like the importance of feeling

connected, safe, and respected. Bringing a new perspective to
childbirth, the book’s wisdom is drawn from in-depth interviews
with women with a wide variety of backgrounds and experiences,
and whose birth stories range from quick and simple to
complicated and frightening. Describing what went well, what
didn’t, and what they’d do differently next time, these mothers
give voice to the complete experience of childbirth, helping both
women and their healthcare providers develop strategies to
address the emotional needs of the mother, going beyond the
standard birth plans and conversations. Transcending the
“medical” versus “natural” childbirth debate, A Good Birth paves
the entryway to motherhood, turning our attention to the deeper
and more important question of what truly makes for the best
birth possible.
Magic and the Mind Eugene Subbotsky 2010-03-31 Magical
thinking and behavior have traditionally been viewed as
immature, misleading alternatives to scientific thought that in
children inevitably diminish with age. In adults, these inclinations
have been labeled by psychologists largely as superstitions that
feed on frustration, uncertainty, and the unpredictable nature of
certain human activities. In Magic and the Mind, Eugene
Subbotsky provides an overview of the mechanisms and
development of magical thinking and beliefs throughout the life
span while arguing that the role of this type of thought in human
development should be reconsidered. Rather than an
impediment to scientific reasoning or a byproduct of cognitive
development, in children magical thinking is an important and
necessary complement to these processes, enhancing creativity
at problem-solving and reinforcing coping strategies, among
other benefits. In adults, magical thinking and beliefs perform
important functions both for individuals (coping with unsolvable
problems and stressful situations) and for society (enabling mass
influence and promoting social harmony). Operating in realms not
bound by physical causality, such as emotion, relationships, and
suggestion, magical thinking is an ongoing, developing

psychological mechanism that, Subbotsky argues, is integral in
the contexts of politics, commercial advertising, and
psychotherapy, and undergirds our construction and
understanding of meaning in both mental and physical worlds.
Magic and the Mind represents a unique contribution to our
understanding of the importance of magical thinking, offering
experimental evidence and conclusions never before collected in
one source. It will be of interest to students and scholars of
developmental psychology, as well as sociologists,
anthropologists, and educators.
The Year of Magical Thinking Joan Didion 2007-02-13 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
WINNER • From one of America’s iconic writers, a stunning book
of electric honesty and passion that explores an intensely
personal yet universal experience: a portrait of a marriage—and
a life, in good times and bad—that will speak to anyone who has
ever loved a husband or wife or child. Several days before
Christmas 2003, John Gregory Dunne and Joan Didion saw their
only daughter, Quintana, fall ill with what seemed at first flu, then
pneumonia, then complete septic shock. She was put into an
induced coma and placed on life support. Days later—the night
before New Year’s Eve—the Dunnes were just sitting down to
dinner after visiting the hospital when John Gregory Dunne
suffered a massive and fatal coronary. In a second, this close,
symbiotic partnership of forty years was over. Four weeks later,
their daughter pulled through. Two months after that, arriving at
LAX, she collapsed and underwent six hours of brain surgery at
UCLA Medical Center to relieve a massive hematoma. This
powerful book is Didion’ s attempt to make sense of the “weeks
and then months that cut loose any fixed idea I ever had about
death, about illness ... about marriage and children and memory
... about the shallowness of sanity, about life itself.
The 48 Laws Of Power Robert Greene 2010-09-03 THE MILLION
COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years
of the history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers

achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger,
Louis XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never
outshine the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends;
learn how to use enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4:
Always say less than necessary. The text is bold and elegant,
laid out in black and red throughout and replete with fables and
unique word sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the
tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures from the past who
have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy
interview with Jay-Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are
usually over fast: one or two hits, then styles change and a new
guy comes along. Why have you endured while other rappers
haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's from still being able to relate
to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you have success, to
start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of
Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a fortress
around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my
cousin and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to
the studio manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of
my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set higher
standards for me, and I love it.
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Magical Thinking Across Cultures Lisa Plonus 2022-05-20
Seminar paper from the year 2022 in the subject Psychology -

Miscellaneous, grade: 1,3, University of Applied Sciences HammLippstadt, language: English, abstract: In the past decades, much
research has been conducted on the topic of magical thinking.
Nevertheless, it is a rather poorly discovered topic. The construct
is applied in various research areas and can help to describe the
behavior of people. To better understand magical thinking within
the framework of cross-cultural psychology, the concept is
defined, and the relation to culture and reasons for magical
thinking are explained in the following work. By means of a
qualitative study with German students, the concept is examined
in more detail with the aim to highlight commonalities as well as
differences to existing literature. Finally, the results are
interpreted and related to culture, cognition, and consumer
behavior. Magical thinking can be described as the belief that
certain actions can influence objects or events when there is no
empirical causal connection between them. This definition
already highlights the core of the concept: Magical thinking is
detached from science and is also referred to as failure of
rationality by researcher. What many definitions of magical
thinking have in common is the connection of the concept to
something supernatural. Furthermore, the belief and awareness
of the interconnectedness of all things in the world is also
assumed to be a possible cause of magical thinking. Nemeroff
and Rozin, who have studied the topic of magical thinking very
intensively, have developed a working definition of magical
thinking, which is the basis of this work. Their definition consists
of five dimensions: The first dimension describes that magical
thinking is an intuitive and universal aspect of human thinking.
Second, these thought patterns are outlined as making no sense
and being detached from scientific theories. The third dimension
indicates that magical thinking is a subjective process carried out
by individuals. As a fourth aspect, the researchers mention the
multidimensionality of magical thinking and that it influences
cognitive, emotional, and social functions of individuals. Fifth, the
authors state that magical thinking in its most typical way adopts

the principles of sympathetic magical thinking. This kind of
magical thinking will be discussed in more detail in the further
course of this work.
Magic: A Very Short Introduction Owen Davies 2012-01-26 A
wide-ranging overview of how magic has been defined,
understood and practiced over the millennia introduces it in
today's world as a real force that helps people overcome
misfortune, poverty and illness. By the author of Grimoires: A
History of Magic Books. Original.
New Models of Bereavement Theory and Treatment George
Hagman 2016-03-31 Honoring the centennial of Sigmund Freud’s
seminal paper Mourning and Melancholia, New Models of
Bereavement Theory and Treatment: New Mourning is a major
contribution to our culture’s changing view of bereavement and
mourning, identifying flaws in old models and offering a new,
valid and effective approach. George Hagman and his fellow
contributors bring together key psychoanalytic texts from the past
20 years, exploring contemporary research, clinical practice and
model building relating to the problems of bereavement,
mourning and grief. They propose changes to the asocial, intrapsychic nature of the standard analytic model of mourning,
changes compatible with contemporary psychoanalytic theory
and practice. Arguing that the most important goal of mourning is
often to preserve, rather than give up the relationship to the
deceased, this book provides a more positive, hopeful model.
Crucially, it emphasizes the importance of mourning together,
rather than alone. New Models of Bereavement Theory and
Treatment: New Mourning will be the go-to resource for
researchers, clinicians and interested lay people seeking a clear,
accessible overview of contemporary mourning theory, useful in
their daily lives and in clinical practice. It will appeal to
psychoanalysts, psychotherapists, grief counsellors, as well
teachers, undergraduates and advanced students studying in the
field.
Contagion and the National Body Gerald O'Brien 2018-04-09

Drawing on the work of George Lakoff, this book provides a
detailed analysis of the organism metaphor, which draws an
analogy between the national or social body and a physical body.
With attention to the manner in which this metaphor conceives of
various sub-groups as either beneficial or detrimental to the
(social) body’s overall functioning, the author examines the use of
this metaphor to view marginalized sub-populations as invasive
or contagious entities that need to be treated in the same way as
harmful bacteria or pathogens. Analyzing the organism metaphor
as it was employed in the service of social injustice through the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the United States,
Contagion and the National Body focuses on the alarm eras of
the restrictive immigration period (1890–1924), the agitation
against Chinese and Japanese populations on the West Coast,
the eugenic period’s targeting of feeble-minded persons and
other "defectives," periods of anti-Semitism, the anti-Communist
movements, and various forms of racial animosity against AfricanAmericans.
The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success Deepak Chopra, M.D. 201501-10 This is a book you will cherish for a lifetime, for within its
pages are the secrets to making all your dreams come true.
Based on natural laws that govern all of creation, this book
shatters the myth that success is the result of hard work, exacting
plans, or driving ambition. Instead, Deepak Chopra offers a lifealtering perspective on the attainment of success: When we
understand our true nature and learn to live in harmony with
natural law, a sense of well-being, good health, fulfilling
relationships, and material abundance spring forth easily and
effortlessly. Filled with timeless wisdom and practical steps you
can apply right away, this pocketbook edition of Chopra’s classic
bestselling book makes it easy for you to read and refer to again
and again. Carry it with you in your purse or your pocket, and in
less than one hour, learn the seven powerful principles that can
easily be applied to create success in all areas of your life.
The Magic of Reality Richard Dawkins 2012-09-11 The best-

selling author of The God Delusion and the artist of such awardwinning graphic novels as Wizard and Glass address key
scientific questions previously explained by rich mythologies,
from the evolution of the first humans and the life cycle of stars to
the principles of a rainbow and the origins of the universe.
150,000 first printing.
My Body Emily Ratajkowski 2021-11-09 THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A deeply honest investigation of what it means to
be a woman and a commodity from Emily Ratajkowski, the
archetypal, multi-hyphenate celebrity of our time.
_______________ 'This is the book for every woman trying to
place their body on the map of consumption vs control, and every
woman who wants to better understand her impulses. It left me
much changed' - Lena Dunham 'I read these pages, breathless
with recognition, and the thrill of reading a new voice telling it like
it is' - Dani Shapiro 'Emily Ratajkowski's first essay collection
needs to be read by everyone [...] both page-turning and moving
as hell' - Amy Schumer 'A slow, complicated indictment of a
profession and the people who propel it [...] it will deliver a more
nuanced and introspective rendering of her interior than those
who come to it with those surface interests might expect' - Vogue
'Dazzling' - Observer 'Ratajkowski brings nuanced insight to
questions about empowerment versus commodification of
women's bodies and sexuality. Blending cultural criticism and
personal stories, My Body is smart and powerful' - Time
Magazine 'Raw, nuanced and beautifully written. A moving and
enlightening experience to join a woman openly exploring such
deep parts of her physical self via the written word. A truly
impressive debut' - Emma Gannon 'Excellent [...] Ratajkowski
writes with curiosity, intellect and acute awareness' - Harper's
Bazaar 'Superb [...] it feels revolutionary' - Telegraph 'I admire
and envy her artistry' - Guardian _______________ Emily
Ratajkowski is an acclaimed model and actress, an engaged
political progressive, a formidable entrepreneur, a global social
media phenomenon, and now, a writer. Rocketing to world fame

at age twenty-one, Ratajkowski sparked both praise and furor
with the provocative display of her body as an unapologetic
statement of feminist empowerment. The subsequent evolution in
her thinking about our culture's commodification of women is the
subject of this book. My Body is a profoundly personal
exploration of feminism, sexuality, and power, of men's treatment
of women and women's rationalizations for accepting that
treatment. These essays chronicle moments from Ratajkowski's
life while investigating the culture's fetishization of girls and
female beauty, its obsession with and contempt for women's
sexuality, the perverse dynamics of the fashion and film
industries, and the grey area between consent and abuse.
Nuanced, unflinching, and incisive, My Body marks the debut of a
fierce writer brimming with courage and intelligence.
Anomalistic Psychology Leonard Zusne 2014-01-14 Updating
and expanding the materials from the first edition, Anomalistic
Psychology, Second Edition integrates and systematically treats
phenomena of human consciousness and behaviors that appear
to violate the laws of nature. The authors present and detail a
new explanatory concept they developed that provides a
naturalistic interpretation for these phenomena -- Magical
Thinking. For undergraduate and graduate students and
professionals in cognitive psychology, research methods,
thinking, and parapsychology.
The Occupation of Justice David Kretzmer 2021-01-22 Judicial
review by Israel's Supreme Court over actions of Israeli
authorities in the territories occupied by Israel in 1967 is an
important element in Israel's legal and political control of these
territories. The Occupation of Justice presents a comprehensive
discussion of the Court's decisions in exercising this review. This
revised and expanded edition includes updated material and
analysis, as well as new chapters. Inter alia, it addresses the
Court's approach to its jurisdiction to consider petitions from
residents of the Occupied Territories; justiciability of sensitive
political issues; application and interpretation of the international

law of belligerent occupation in general, and the Fourth Geneva
Convention in particular; the relevance of international human
rights law and Israeli constitutional law; the rights of Gaza
residents after the withdrawal of Israeli forces and settlements
from the area; Israeli settlements and settlers; construction of the
separation barrier in the West Bank; security measures, including
internment, interrogation practices, and punitive house
demolitions; and judicial review of hostilities. The study examines
the inherent tension involved in judicial review over the actions of
authorities in a territory in which the inhabitants are not part of
the political community the Court belongs to. It argues that this
tension is aggravated in the context of the West Bank by the
glaring disparity between the norms of belligerent occupation and
the Israeli government's policies. The study shows that while the
Court's review has enabled many individuals to receive a
remedy, it has largely served to legitimise government policies
and practices in the Occupied Territories.
Mark Eckhard J. Schnabel 2017-06-06 This Tyndale New
Testament commentary on the Gospel of Mark from Eckhard
Schnabel seeks to help today's Christian disciples communicate
the significance of Jesus and the transforming power of the good
news. This volume will be useful for preachers, Bible teachers,
and non-specialists alike.
The Improbability Principle David Hand 2014-02-27 Why is it that
incredibly unlikely phenomena actually happen quite regularly
and why should we, in fact, expect such things to happen? Here,
in this highly original book - aimed squarely at anyone with an
interest in coincidences, probability or gambling - eminent
statistician David Hand answers this question by weaving
together various strands of probability into a unified explanation,
which he calls the improbability principle. This is a book that will
appeal not only to those who love stories about startling
coincidences and extraordinarily rare events, but also to those
who are interested in how a single bold idea links areas as
diverse as gambling, the weather, airline disasters and creative

writing as well as the origin of life and even the universe. The
Improbability Principle will change your perspective on how the
world works – and tell you what the Bible code and Shakespeare
have in common, how to win the lottery, why Apple's song
shuffling was made less random to seem more random. Oh and
why lightning does in fact strike twice...
Worldly Shakespeare Wilson Richard Wilson 2016-02-02 In
Worldly Shakespeare Richard Wilson proposes that the
universalism proclaimed in the name of Shakespeare's
playhouse was tempered by his own worldliness, the
performative idea that runs through his plays, that if 'All the
world's a stage', then 'all the men and women in it' are 'merely
players'. Situating this playacting in the context of current
concerns about the difference between globalization and
mondialisation, the book considers how this drama offers itself as
a model for a planet governed not according to universal
toleration, but the right to offend: 'But with good will'. For when he
asks us to think we 'have but slumbered' throughout his offensive
plays, Wilson suggests, Shakespeare is presenting a drama
without catharsis, which anticipates post-structuralist thinkers like
Jacques Rancire and Slavoj A iA ek, who insist the essence of
democracy is dissent, and 'the presence of two worlds in
one'.Living out his scenario of the guest who destroys the host,
by welcoming the religious terrorist, paranoid queen, veiled
woman, papist diehard, or puritan fundamentalist into his playworld, Worldly Shakespeare concludes, the dramatist instead
provides a pretext for our globalized communities in a time of
Facebook and fatwa, as we also come to depend on the right to
offend 'with our good will'.
Hospice Palliative Home Care and Bereavement Support
Lorraine Holtslander 2019-07-17 This book provides an unique
resource for registered nurses working in hospice palliative care
at home and for the community, outside of acute care settings
and also incorporates literature related to palliative care in acute
health care settings, as part of the overall services and supports

required. Very few resources exist which specifically address
hospice palliative care in the home setting, despite the fact that
most palliative care occurs outside acute care settings and is
primarily supported by unpaid family caregivers. An overview of
the concerns for individuals and families, as well as specific
nursing interventions, from all ages would be an excellent support
for nursing students and practicing registered nurses alike. The
book structure begins with a description of the goals and
objectives of hospice palliative care and the nursing role in
providing excellent supportive care. Chapters include research
findings and specifically research completed by the authors in the
areas of pediatric palliative care, palliative care for those with
dementia, and the needs of family caregivers in bereavement.
Interventions developed by the editors are provided in this book,
such as the “Finding Balance Intervention” for bereaved
caregivers; the “Reclaiming Yourself” tool for bereaved spouses
of partners with dementia; and The Keeping Hope Possible
Toolkit for families of children with life threatening and life limiting
illnesses. The development and application of these theorybased interventions are also highlighted. Videos and vignettes
written by family caregivers about what was helpful for them,
provide a patient-and family-centered approach./div The book will
benefit nursing students, educators and practicing registered
nurses by providing information, theory, and evidence from
research.
From Illusions to Reality Vesselin Petkov 2013-09-08 The
greatest mystery in the world is its very existence. In our
intellectual development, we all reach a turning point when we
start asking the perennial existential questions: "What is the
world?"; "What am I?"; "What is the meaning of the existence of
the world and myself?". As the German philosopher
Schopenhauer put it: "The lower a man stands in intellectual
respects the less of a riddle does existence seem to him... but,
the clearer his consciousness becomes the more the problem
grasps him in its greatness." This book explores what

fundamental physics tells us about the physical world and how
the scientific picture of what exists often differs disturbingly from
the "common sense" view based on the way our senses reflect
the world. Centuries-old illusions are identified by showing that
they contradict experimentally-confirmed results of modern
physics, which clears the way toward deeper understanding of
reality. The greatest illusion that the world exists only at the
present moment of time has been realized by many great
thinkers, but so far the human race has been unable to free itself
from it, prompting Einstein to write this: "the distinction between
past, present and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion."
Getting rid of such stubbornly persistent illusions by openmindedly examining the implications of modern physics for the
physical world can help us rise above the fog of everyday life and
see Nature the way she herself is.
Magical Thinking Stuart McWilliams 2011-12-08 Examining how
scholarly writing has contended or conspired with discourses of
enchantment from the Middle Ages to the present.
Racial Formation in the Twenty-First Century Daniel HoSang
2012-09 "This collection of essays marking the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the publication of Michael Omi and Howard
Winant’s Racial Formation in the United States demonstrates the
importance and influence of the concept of racial formation. The
range of disciplines, discourses, ideas, and ideologies makes for
fascinating reading, demonstrating the utility and applicability of
racial formation theory to diverse contexts, while at the same time
presenting persuasively original extensions and elaborations of it.
This is an important book, one that sums up, analyzes, and
builds on some of the most important work in racial studies during
the past three decades."—George Lipsitz, author of How Racism
Takes Place “Racial Formation in the Twenty-First Century is
truly a state-of-the-field anthology, fully worthy of the classic
volume it honors—timely, committed, sophisticated, accessible,
engaging. The collection will be a boon to anyone wishing to
understand the workings of race in the contemporary United

States.” —Matthew Frye Jacobson, Professor of American
Studies, Yale University “This stimulating and lively collection
demonstrates the wide-ranging influence and generative power
of Omi and Winant’s racial formation framework. The contributors
are leading scholars in fields ranging from the humanities and
social sciences to legal and policy studies. They extend the
framework into new terrain, including non-U.S. settings, gender
and sexual relations, and the contemporary warfare state. While
acknowledging the pathbreaking nature of Omi and Winant’s
intervention, the contributors do not hesitate to critique what they
see as limitations and omissions. This is a must-read for anyone
striving to make sense of tensions and contradictions in racial
politics in the U.S. and transnationally.”—Evelyn Nakano Glenn,
editor of Shades of Difference: Why Skin Color Matters
New Directions in 21st-Century Gothic Lorna Piatti-Farnell 201504-24 This book brings together a carefully selected range of
contemporary disciplinary approaches to new areas of Gothic
inquiry. Moving beyond the representational and historically
based aspects of literature and film that have dominated Gothic
studies, this volume both acknowledges the contemporary
diversification of Gothic scholarship and maps its changing and
mutating incarnations. Drawing strength from their fascinating
diversity, and points of correlation, the varied perspectives and
subject areas cohere around a number of core themes — of reevaluation, discovery, and convergence — to reveal emerging
trends and new directions in Gothic scholarship. Visiting
fascinating areas including the Gothic and digital realities,
uncanny food experiences, representations of death and the
public media, Gothic creatures and their popular legacies, new
approaches to contemporary Gothic literature, and re-evaluations
of the Gothic mode through regional narratives, essays reveal
many patterns and intersecting approaches, forcefully testifying
to the multifaceted, although lucidly coherent, nature of Gothic
studies in the 21st Century. The multiple disciplines represented
— from digital inquiry to food studies, from fine art to dramaturgy

— engage with the Gothic in order to offer new definitions and
methodological approaches to Gothic scholarship. The
interdisciplinary, transnational focus of this volume provides
exciting new insights into, and expanded and revitalised
definitions of, the Gothic and its related fields.
Introduction to Bankruptcy Law Martin A. Frey 2012-04-03
INTRODUCTION TO BANKRUPTCY LAW, 6th edition is an
excellent bankruptcy reference, whether the reader is a
paralegal, a practicing attorney, or taking paralegal courses in
bankruptcy law. Using a step-by-step approach, the text presents
the reader with a clear and understandable explanation of each
type of bankruptcy filing. Signature features include a brief history
of bankruptcy law, research aids, alternatives to bankruptcy, a
discussion of the role of the various parties involved in the
bankruptcy process, and an overview concerning eligibility and
the selection of the appropriate bankruptcy chapter under which
the case should be filed. Also included are updated cases to
detail bankruptcy legal procedures from initiation of the
attorney/client relationship through the closing of the case. With
its discussion of electronic filing,and updated changes in the
Bankruptcy Code and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy
Procedure,the new edition of INTRODUCTION TO
BANKRUPTCY LAW, 6th edition is a valuable bankruptcy law
resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Faith Through the Prism of Psychology Eugene Subbotsky 202112-29 Faith Through the Prism of Psychology introduces readers
to the structure and function of the inherent ability of our Self to
invest objects with reality — existentialization (EXON). The
author moves away from traditional ideas of existence and faith,
arguing that it is an inherent ability of an individual mind to invest
entities (both objective and subjective) with reality. The book
treats faith as a psychological ability of the mind to upgrade the
existential statuses of imaginary entities, such as ghosts or gods;

the working of faith is operationalized and analyzed in empirical
psychological studies. It presents a new model of investing
objects with existence, with such structural elements as the belief
in object permanence (BOP), magic/ordinary distinguisher
(MOD), magic/trick distinguisher (MTD), imaginary/perceived
distinguisher (IPD), BOP defense mechanism (BOP/DM) and
realities distinguisher (RD). It will be essential reading for anyone
interested in existence from psychology, philosophy, art, theology
or psychotherapy backgrounds.
Anomalistic Psychology Christopher C. French 2017-09-16 The
science behind claims of alien encounters and visions of ghosts
can be even more fascinating than the sensationalist headlines.
What leads some people to believe in the paranormal? Why
might someone think they have been abducted by aliens? And is
there any room for superstition in the modern world of science?
Anomalistic Psychology - Provides a lively and thought-provoking
introduction to the psychology underlying paranormal belief and
experience. - Covers the latest psychological theories and
experiments, and examines the science at the heart of the
subject. - Uses a unique approach to apply different
psychological perspectives – including clinical, developmental
and cognitive approaches – to shed new light on the key
debates. Whether you are a psychology student or simply curious
about the paranormal, Anomalistic Psychology is the essential
introduction to this contested and controversial field. Belief in the
paranormal has been reported in every known society since the
dawn of time – find out why.
The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking Matthew Hutson 2012-04-12 In
this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology
Today shows us how magical thinking makes life worth living.
Psychologists have documented a litany of cognitive biasesmisperceptions of the world-and explained their positive
functions. Now, Matthew Hutson shows us that even the most
hardcore skeptic indulges in magical thinking all the time-and it's
crucial to our survival. Drawing on evolution, cognitive science,

and neuroscience, Hutson shows us that magical thinking has
been so useful to us that it's hardwired into our brains. It
encourages us to think that we actually have free will. It helps
make us believe that we have an underlying purpose in the
world. It can even protect us from the paralyzing awareness of
our own mortality. In other words, magical thinking is a
completely irrational way of making our lives make rational
sense. With wonderfully entertaining stories, personal reflections,
and sharp observations, Hutson reveals our deepest fears and
longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his surname
contains so many of the same letters as this imprint.
Logically Fallacious Bo Bennett 2012-02-19 This book is a crash
course in effective reasoning, meant to catapult you into a world
where you start to see things how they really are, not how you
think they are. The focus of this book is on logical fallacies, which
loosely defined, are simply errors in reasoning. With the reading
of each page, you can make significant improvements in the way
you reason and make decisions. Logically Fallacious is one of the
most comprehensive collections of logical fallacies with all
original examples and easy to understand descriptions, perfect
for educators, debaters, or anyone who wants to improve his or
her reasoning skills. "Expose an irrational belief, keep a person
rational for a day. Expose irrational thinking, keep a person
rational for a lifetime." - Bo Bennett This 2021 Edition includes
dozens of more logical fallacies with many updated examples.
Medical Travel Brand Management Frederick J. DeMicco 202210-27 This new volume, which complements the editors’ earlier
volume Medical Travel Brand Management: Success Strategies
for Hospitality Bridging Healthcare (H2H), explores the multitude
of medical travel services and discusses the integration of
traveling medical guests with destination providers,
hospitality/healthcare professionals, and travel service providers.
The editors also address the impact the COVID-19 pandemic has
made on the travel industry, which has motivated them to bring
together major players, renowned authors, practitioners, and

researchers to create this book to help prepare the medical
tourism market to not only recover from the devastating effects of
the pandemic but also to provide tools and cases that will help to
structure successful destinations for medical travel. From
chapters on branding to assessing accreditation and post-care
quality metrics, Drs. DeMicco, Poorani, and their fellow
contributors take the reader through the critical phases of the
medical travel journey: pre-visit, travel, on-site care, discharge
and follow-up care. The authors address critical issues facing
medical, health, and wellness travel from both macro and micro
perspectives. Presentations of best practices and strategies
demonstrate how some destinations have built, renewed, or
engaged various stakeholders to construct or enhance their
medical tourism destination. Medical Travel: Hospitality Bridging
Healthcare (H2H) © also showcases best practices and
innovative ways of designing and operating a profitable and
entrepreneurial practice. Quality issues, aesthetics, and legal
issues related to inbound and outbound medical tourism are also
presented. The book explores the evolving nature of hospital
design and the complex relationship between people and
medicine as manifested in the relationship of hospital aesthetics
to patient satisfaction. Importantly, the book also includes a
chapter addressing medical health travel during the pandemic
which describes how the pandemic has revolutionized telehealth
and the medical travel industry, which can leverage the advances
made in digital health and telemedicine. This volume will be an
important resource for the four main players at the center of
medical travel: medical travelers themselves, government
agencies, intermediaries, and health and wellness providers. The
selected best practices, research, cases, innovative strategies,
SWOT analysis, and toolkits address the aims of all stakeholders.
An Introduction to Bankruptcy Law Martin A. Frey 1990 The
authors of this publication have taken a practical approach to
teaching the intricacies of bankruptcy. To promote reader
comprehension, they employ step-by-step explanations and flow

charts of each type of filing, supporting case examples,
challenging problems to address, and the definition of new terms
as they are introduced. To further enhance learning, the roles of
the various parties involved in the process are described in detail,
particularly the role of the paralegal. From fact gathering and
interfacing with clients, to the preparation of various official forms,
paralegals will come to understand their role and those of others
in handling bankruptcy cases. The most up-to-date official
bankruptcy forms with detailed explanations for completing them
are contained within the publication, as are debtor and creditor
client questionnaires. Book jacket.
Interdisciplinary Handbook of the Person-Centered Approach
Jeffrey H. D. Cornelius-White 2013-06-04 This book examines
the scientific contribution and increasing relevance of the PersonCentered Approach (PCA) in psychotherapy. The direction taken
in the book is to provide readers with a multidisciplinary and multiperspective view as well as practical applications. Beyond the
more conventional psychotherapy applications (client-centered,
experimental, emotion-focused, child-centered, motivational
interviewing, existential, filial, etc.) others have evolved including
peace and conflict resolution work, encounter and T-groups,
nonviolent communication, parent effectiveness training, personcentered planning for people with disabilities, relationship
enhancement methods, learner-centered education, technologyenhanced learning environments, human relations leadership
training, etc. Simultaneously, scientific disciplines were
influenced by this perspective in less obvious ways. Hence, the
major contribution of this book is to identify and characterize the
key bridges-so far only partly recognized- between the PCA and
several other disciplines. Based on the results of the bridgebuilding endeavor, the editors will propose an initial formulation of
the PCA as a meta-theory. It is intended as a generic framework
to solve complex, social problems and to stimulate further
research and development concerning the human species in

relationship to its environment.
Magical Thinking Augusten Burroughs 2012-06-01 From the #1
bestselling author of Running with Scissors and Dry comes a
contagiously funny, heartwarming, shocking, twisted, and
absolutely magical collection. True stories that give voice to the
thoughts we all have but dare not mention. It begins with a Tang
Instant Breakfast Drink television commercial when Augusten
was seven. Then there is the contest of wills with the deranged
cleaning lady. The execution of a rodent carried out with military
precision and utter horror. Telemarketing revenge. Dating an
undertaker and much more. A collection of true stories that are
universal in their appeal yet unabashedly intimate and very funny.
From The Holy Land To Graceland Gary Vikan 2012-10-01 In his
fascinating book, Vikan shows us that, Graceland is a locus
sanctus —a holy place— and Elvis is its resident saint, while the
hordes of fans that crowd Elvis Presley Boulevard in Memphis
are modern-day pilgrims, connected in spirit and practice to their
early Christian counterparts, sharing a fascination for icons and
iconography, relics, souvenirs, votives, and even a belief in
miracles.
America and the Postwar World: Remaking International Society,
1945-1956 David Mayers 2018-03-13 The main tide of
international relations scholarship on the first years after World
War II sweeps toward Cold War accounts. These have
emphasized the United States and USSR in a context of
geopolitical rivalry, with concomitant attention upon the bristling
security state. Historians have also extensively analyzed the
creation of an economic order (Bretton Woods), mainly designed
by Americans and tailored to their interests, but resisted by
peoples residing outside of North America, Western Europe, and
Japan. This scholarship, centered on the Cold War as vortex and
a reconfigured world economy, is rife with contending schools of
interpretation and, bolstered by troves of declassified archival
documents, will support investigations and writing into the future.
By contrast, this book examines a past that ran concurrent with

the Cold War and interacted with it, but which usefully can also
be read as separable: Washington in the first years after World
War II, and in response to that conflagration, sought to redesign
international society. That society was then, and remains, an
admittedly amorphous thing. Yet it has always had a tangible
aspect, drawing self-regarding states into occasional cooperation,
mediated by treaties, laws, norms, diplomatic customs, and
transnational institutions. The U.S.-led attempt during the first
postwar years to salvage international society focused on the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, the
Acheson–Lilienthal plan to contain the atomic arms race, the
Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals to force Axis leaders to account,
the 1948 Genocide Convention, the 1948 Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, and the founding of the United Nations. None
of these initiatives was transformative, not individually or
collectively. Yet they had an ameliorative effect, traces of which
have touched the twenty-first century—in struggles to curb the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, bring war criminals to justice,
create laws supportive of human rights, and maintain an
aspirational United Nations, still striving to retain meaningfulness
amid world hazards. Together these partially realized innovations
and frameworks constitute, if nothing else, a point of moral
reference, much needed as the border between war and peace
has become blurred and the consequences of a return to
unrestraint must be harrowing.
Science and Magic in the Modern World Eugene V. Subbotsky
2018-10-04 Science and Magic in the Modern World is a unique
text that explores the role of magical thinking in everyday life. It
provides an excellent psychological look at the subconscious
belief in magic in both popular culture and society, as well as
experimental research that considers human consciousness as a
derivative of belief in the supernatural, thus showing that our
feelings, emotions, attitudes and other psychological processes
follow the laws of magic. This book synthesises the science of
‘natural’ phenomena and the magic of the ‘supernatural’ to

present an interesting look at the juxtaposition of the inner and
outer selves. Fusing research into psychological disorders,
subconscious feelings, as well as the rising presence of artificial
intelligence, this book demonstrates how an engagement with
magical thinking can enhance one’s creativity and cognitive skills.
Science and Magic in the Modern World is an invaluable
resource for those studying consciousness, as well as those
looking at the effect of magical thinking on religion, politics,
science and society.
Uncommon Sense Alan Cromer 1995-08-24 Most people believe
that science arose as a natural end-product of our innate
intelligence and curiosity, as an inevitable stage in human
intellectual development. But physicist and educator Alan Cromer
disputes this belief. Cromer argues that science is not the natural
unfolding of human potential, but the invention of a particular
culture, Greece, in a particular historical period. Indeed, far from
being natural, scientific thinking goes so far against the grain of
conventional human thought that if it hadn't been discovered in
Greece, it might not have been discovered at all. In Uncommon
Sense, Alan Cromer develops the argument that science
represents a radically new and different way of thinking. Using
Piaget's stages of intellectual development, he shows that
conventional thinking remains mired in subjective, "egocentric"
ways of looking at the world--most people even today still believe
in astrology, ESP, UFOs, ghosts and other paranormal
phenomena--a mode of thought that science has outgrown. He
provides a fascinating explanation of why science began in
Greece, contrasting the Greek practice of debate to the Judaic
reliance on prophets for acquiring knowledge. Other factors, such
as a maritime economy and wandering scholars (both of which
prevented parochialism) and an essentially literary religion not
dominated by priests, also promoted in Greece an objective,
analytical way of thinking not found elsewhere in the ancient
world. He examines India and China and explains why science
could not develop in either country. In China, for instance,

astronomy served only the state, and the private study of
astronomy was forbidden. Cromer also provides a perceptive
account of science in Renaissance Europe and of figures such as
Copernicus, Galileo, and Newton. Along the way, Cromer
touches on many intriguing topics, arguing, for instance, that
much of science is essential complete; there are no new
elements yet to be discovered. He debunks the vaunted SETI
(Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) project, which costs
taxpayers millions each year, showing that physical limits--such
as the melting point of metal--put an absolute limit on the speed
of space travel, making trips to even the nearest star all but
impossible. Finally, Cromer discusses the deplorable state of
science education in America and suggests several provocative
innovations to improve high school education, including a radical
proposal to give all students an intensive eighth and ninth year
program, eliminating the last two years of high school.
Uncommon Sense is an illuminating look at science, filled with
provocative observations. Whether challenging Thomas Kuhn's
theory of scientific revolutions, or extolling the virtues of Euclid's
Elements, Alan Cromer is always insightful, outspoken, and
refreshingly original.
Magical Capitalism Brian Moeran 2018-07-16 This volume of
essays examines the ways in which magical practices are found
in different aspects of contemporary capitalist societies. From
contract law to science, by way of finance, business, marketing,
advertising, cultural production, and the political economy in
general, each chapter argues that the kind of magic studied by
anthropologists in less developed societies – shamanism,
sorcery, enchantment, the occult – is not only alive and well, but
flourishing in the midst of so-called ‘modernity’. Modern day
magicians range from fashion designers and architects to Donald
Trump and George Soros. Magical rites take place in the form of
political summits, the transformation of products into brands
through advertising campaigns, and the biannual fashion
collections shown in New York, London, Milan and Paris. Magical

language, in the form of magical spells, is used by everyone,
from media to marketers and all others devoted to the art of
‘spin’. While magic may appear to be opposed to systems of
rational economic thought, Moeran and Malefyt highlight the
ways it may in fact be an accomplice to it.
Social Imaginaries, Volume 2, issue 1 (Spring 2016) 2016-05-13
Holding a Mirror up to Nature James Gilligan 2021-11-30
Shakespeare reveals the causes and consequences of violence
more profoundly than any social or behavioural scientist has ever
done.
Entries in: Art and Design Raqee S. Najmuldeen 2015-04-16 This
book was first written in the Arabic language. The book's topics
take you on a journey between the world of Graphic Design,
Industrial Design and Photography with modern technology
models at technological, artistic and social levels. The book then
turns towards the morality of the designer that is governed by
numerous factors.
The Magic of Thinking Big David J Schwartz 2016-02-04 More
than 6 million readers around the world have improved their lives
by reading The Magic of Thinking Big. First published in 1959,
David J Schwartz's classic teachings are as powerful today as
they were then. Practical, empowering and hugely engaging, this
book will not only inspire you, it will give you the tools to change
your life for the better - starting from now. His step-by-step
approach will show you how to: - Defeat disbelief and the
negative power it creates - Make your mind produce positive
thoughts - Plan a concrete success-building programme - Do
more and do it better by turning on your creative power Capitalise on the power of NOW Updated for the 21st century,
this is your go-to guide to a better life, starting with the way you
think.
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